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The Purpose of the ‘Work’
“If there has been one soul turned toward
the seeking of the Divine within, and that
seeking has brought peace and
understanding, the work has not been in
vain. … Rather let each expression be of
how much joy, happiness, service has
been rendered to the varied individuals.”

(Cayce 254-86)

How to contact us:
Edgar Cayce Canada
505 Muskoka Rd. 118 W., Suite 155
Bracebridge, ON. P1L 2G7
Email:contact@edgarcaycecanada.com
Toll-free: 1-866-322-8209

www.edgarcaycecanada.com
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Body, Mind and Soul
Salt of the Earth and Sea
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of a kiln, it retains a moist, lumpy texture. Unprocessed sea
salt contains more than 80 essential minerals and trace
elements in a complex balance that closely resembles the
constituents of human body fluids—blood, lymph, sweat and
tears are all salty.
The essential trace mineral iodine is present in unrefined sea
salt in a form that is easily assimilated. Iodine is a vital
constituent of the hormones produced by the thyroid gland,
which controls several biochemical reactions, including
oxygen utilization, protein synthesis, and the rate at which the
body burns food. In white sea salt, iodine has been removed
by the refining process. An inorganic form of iodine, most
often potassium iodide, is added to refined table salt.
However, this type of iodine is not readily assimilated by the
body. It passes in the urine quickly, usually within 20
minutes, whereas natural iodine from unrefined sea salt is
retained for 48 hours—long enough to be utilized by the
thyroid. Unlike table salt, unrefined sea salt also supplies the
thyroid with other important minerals and trace elements.
The Cayce readings generally advise against the use of
common table salt. Instead, the readings recommend kelp
salt, deep sea salt, or “health salt” prepared from dried
vegetables. Reading 2084-16 says: “Do use only the health
salt or kelp salt or deep sea salt. All of these are of the same
characters. But they are better than that which has been
purified, for the general health of many...” Kelp salt or kelp
powder is made from the dried and powdered sea vegetable
kelp, which is an excellent source of iodine and other
minerals. It tends to have a slightly bitter taste, but used in
small amounts, it blends in well with whole salt and adds
nutritional value. Whole, unrefined sea salt has a richer flavor
than common table salt; it tastes better and less of it is needed
to achieve full taste and aroma.
If you’re still concerned about mainstream nutritionists’ call
to reduce salt intake to prevent or cure high blood pressure,
consider the study by Duke University Medical Center in
which a diet high in fresh fruits and vegetables reduced blood
pressure in patients with near-normal salt intake to levels
previously attainable only with medication. Like unrefined
sea salt, vegetables and fruits provide plenty of minerals to
balance out the sodium. Just adding a few servings to the daily
diet achieves better results than tossing out the salt shaker!
Unrefined sea salt can even help to normalize blood pressure
by breaking down fats and cholesterol in the arteries and
promoting good circulation.
Salt-free diets will cause more health problems than they are
touted to correct. Moderate amounts of salt are vital for good
health—but the salt that is used must be whole, unrefined, and
made by nature itself.

“Do use only the health salt or kelp salt
or deep sea salt. All of these are of the
same characters. But they are better
than that which has been purified, for the
general health of many..."
EC 2084-16

Simone
Gabbay

is a holistic
nutritionist in
Toronto, who has
studied and worked
with the Cayce
readings for more
than thirty years.
She is the author
of three books.

www.simonegabby.com.
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This article was extracted from “Living in the Light, Issue 196,” with permission.

Cayce’s Earth
Changes
Updated

With John Van Auken,

Virginia Beach, VA
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√

(taken from the internet)
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You and the Cosmos

In God We Trust

Nicholas is an operations
and strategic manager and
has done work for
organizations including the
Association for Research
and Enlightenment (A.R.E.)
and Atlantic Unversity. He
was raised with the Cayce
materials and his interest in
astrology started as a
teenager. Because the Cayce
readings on astrology
consistently emphasize the
importance of using
astrology as a tool for selfd i s c o v e r y a n d
understanding rather than as
a primarily predictive
system; over the years, his
interest in astrology evolved
into a side vocation with
research on the application
of soul astrology. He has
been doing astrology
readings since 1980.
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with Nicholas Theo,

In previous columns we spoke about the
tumultuous aspect of Pluto in Capricorn
squaring Uranus from 2012-15. Its effect
will continue to be seen over the next
couple of years through sometimes
seismic social change and personal crisis.
Yet, in the end these changes will be seen
as necessary for continual renewal and
growth. In this year (2016) another
transiting square between Saturn in
Sagittarius and Neptune in Pisces added
another layer to our experience through
uncertainty and doubt from rapidly
shifting external events which sometimes
test our own beliefs and security.
Neptune squaring Saturn can manifest as
a crisis of faith or direction. It creates a
space where we are prompted to examine
our belief system. Is our belief grounded
from true faith or have we accepted what
we believe in from force of habit?
External events may put focus on those
parts of our lives where we are tested to
honestly face our depth of spiritual
resources. If we have not applied our
energies on building an inner solid
foundation of faith, we may then begin to
question those foundations. A crisis can
trigger inner uncertainty that is sometimes
expressed through impulsive thoughts and

emotions.
In recent months the news media
regularly broadcasts to us a seemingly
unending stream of crises and strife.
Political elections and votes in several
countries demonstrate the shaky emotions
and thus reflecting the conflicted views of
their citizens. In the meantime there has
been the ongoing crisis between Islam and
the West through religious strife and from
the potential and actual terrorist attacks. In
response to these events some people
respond to it by fearfully striking out to
their loved ones, friends, or employers and
thus adding another layer of stories of
pain, loss and death. It is understandable
then why many people pensively
speculate what really is going on in our
world, and does it ever get better?
In truth, when we take a quiet moment to
step away from this stream of events we
are reminded that our connection to
Source is always found from within.
Sometimes external crises force us to face
our fears, and then lets us turn towards our
true inner faith – where we will always
find a constancy of our spiritual grounding
and support.
Therefore, if on some days you feel
overwhelmed by news and events, step
away and be still. If those around you
express fear from too much focus on
external events, then affirm and align into
Continued on Page 25

Summer Outdoor Retreat

July
2016

A Great Time
Was Had
By All!
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Angel in the
Cathedral

by Evelyn MacKay, Rockwood, ON

The loss of a child is one of huge proportions and those who
move through such a loss tell me that nothing can be harder to
bear. As a volunteer in Hospice, I am often asked to speak with
people who are moving through bereavement. One such
woman called and asked me to meet with her to discuss a loss
and a happening around the loss which she felt the need to
share. She said that she felt she might be going ‘a bit crazy’ and
her mind was so full of questions. We agreed to meet, to speak
together about her situation.
This woman told me that she and her husband had only one
child, a son in his late twenties. He had recently died,
unexpectedly, without illness or warning. He was simply
discovered alone in his vehicle and could not be revived and yet
no reason could be found for his untimely death. What a serious
shock for his parents… he was their only much loved child.
Because of their son’s death, these parents were forced to
resume some of the duties connected with the family business
which had been previously undertaken by this son. As their
only child it was expected he would carry on the business they
had begun. So, in the months following their boy’s death, they
travelled across Canada and to Europe to carry out certain
obligations with suppliers and customers.
They had appointments in several cities and I cannot recall
which city in Europe they were visiting and it scarcely matters,
really! They found themselves early for a business
appointment so as they passed a beautiful and very old
cathedral near to the place of their appointment, they agreed to
go in to the cathedral to light a candle and say prayers for their
recently deceased son.
The cathedral was very large and old and very beautiful, she
told me. It seemed quite empty and seeing no one at all, they
walked to the front, lit the candle and knelt to say their prayers.
As they finished their prayers for their dear son, they stood up
to see a gentleman approaching them … he had come through a
door just beside and slightly beyond the altar. He was dressed
handsomely in a black overcoat and hat and he looked like a
businessman. He did not speak to them yet as he approached
them he reached out to the mother, handed her a red rose and
some baby’s breath in a small bouquet and then, stepped away.
She turned to her husband to show the flowers that had just
been given to her and then turned back to thank the giver. And
he, who was there a moment before, was nowhere to be seen.
He was suddenly missing and completely gone from their
sight. Since the cathedral was light-filled and very large she
knew he could not have walked down the long aisle to the door
in such a short time. They would have seen him and they did
not, neither of them. He was not sitting in a pew nor near the
Continued on Page 25
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Edgar Cayce Canada’s
Volunteer Management Team

These are the volunteers that serve in the
day-to-day operations
and keep the organization operating smoothly.
The Open Road Magazine
The Open Road Newsletter
Database Management
Membership Services
Membership Telephone
Study Groups Coordinator
Ont. Study Groups
Toll Free Telephone Line
Enquirers Program
Prison Library Book Prog.
Prayer Circle Network
Webmaster

James Schmidt
Lori Jensen
John Ryan
John Ryan
Joan Birbeck
Marilyn K Smith
Nancy Thomas
John Ryan
Thérèse Leman
Glenys Cook
Kathie Caple
Lori Jensen

The famous “Sun King” reviving
ancient Egypt’s sun God Ra with the
reincarnation of Cayce who had been
Ra-Ta in Egypt and was now a “love
child” of Louis’ mistress. This was a
very sad life for Cayce and Gladys
Davis. She was then his mother and was
driven off to a convent because she was
not Louis’ wife and she would be an
embarrassment to the court and her
family. Her love child (Edgar) was left
behind and was not allowed in court for
he was an heir to the throne (illegitimate
but carrying the blood of the King)! The
child so missed his mother that he
gradually died of heartache at 9 years of
age. This was a karmic reaction to
Edgar’s activities in ancient Egypt as
the high priest who conceived Gladys’
soul as his incarnate daughter out of
wedlock and was then banished from
Egypt for the mistake while forced to
leave the love child behind to wither
and die of heartache for her father.
Others from Louis’ court reincarnated
with Edgar and Gladys in this lifetime
and there were tensions among them. I
knew these people and saw first hand
how difficult it was for them to work
together – the carryover feelings were
just too painful to easily let go. Edgar
tried so hard to forgive and forget, as did

Gladys, even those others of Louis XIV’s
time strove to release the karmic patterns of
the previous incarnation.

If you are interested in participating in the
governance of the organization and have a few
hours a year to volunteer for a position on the
Board of Directors and/or as an Officer,
contact:
Edgar Cayce Canada

Lori Jensen coach4u@telus.net

by John Van Auken, taken from,
“Living in the Light, issue 197 ,”
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Two Edgar Cayce
Egypt
Study Groups
Photo of Virginia Beach looking
out from t he A.R.E. headquarters
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√

Egypt Group
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Edgar Cayce
and
Feng Shui
on
Mindfulness
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√
PEGGY JOY CROSS, A.S.I.D.

TRANSFORMING BY DESIGN

393 River Forest Road, Virginia Beach, VA 23454
757-962-0933; cell: 239-450-4554
peggyjoycross@aol.com
www.TransformingbyDesign.com
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Darlene Bodnar
Brighton, Colorado
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Fatigue
Lack of
Motivation
and
Paucity of
Spirit

Bracebridge Chiropractic
&
Wellness Clinic
Bracebridge,ON
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705 645 9544

Canadian
Fellowship Conference

Edgar Cayce
Canada’s 33rd
Annual
Conference

May 2016

Keynote Speaker Barbara
Lane provided tools for selfdiscovery and soul growth.

√

Youth Attendees
provided drumming and
singing bowl enjoyment.
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While preparing some photos for an upcoming photo contest, I reviewed my collection of ‘bird water’ photos that
included shots of some rather unusual or strange water effects. Slowly, I became aware that I had not observed these
strange effects in any other water situations that I had studied. “Why not?” was my next thought?

While refilling my bird bath a few weeks ago I barely noticed
this strange water lip in the edge of the water. It took many
attempts to capture it, which I now call the Staniek Effect, in
the absence of any other owners.

Months before, I had taken another unusual shot of water in
the same bird bath, after a beautiful large water crystal
formed by melting ice appeared in the bowl.

So what?

After some reflection I concluded that static water does not normally form lips or rims around itself, or form
geometrically intricate and beautiful crystals, so why are these unusual processes happening in my bird bath and not
in sinks, bathtubs, ponds, lakes, etc.?
Is there something special about the water, or the bird bath itself? In warm weather I use rain barrel water,
otherwise, I use water drawn from our well. I’ve used this cement birdbath for over 30 years, and it has moved with
us four times. It’s probably safe to assume that the water I use is normal, ie: no special qualities or characteristics
until it goes into the bird bath.
So what kind of device is a bird bath? I don’t know how others operate their bird bath service, but in my case, the
bird bath has always been a kind of simple altar where I make offerings of water to nature, over and over again.
Making simple but heartfelt offerings of water over many years (30) can be seen as manifesting my good intentions
in that bird bath. If you accept that focused, human intention produces an energy signal not unlike a prayer, then
water is the medium that transmits that energy to the bowl, where it might be stored until it produces, extraordinary
effects randomly in ordinary water. My grungy bird bath becomes a sacred place where my spiritual energy in the
form of good intentions is directed and stored. I assume no control over the outcome(s).
20

The concept that spiritual energy (intention) can be stored has
been held widely and traditionally by all cultures who use and

venerate sacred objects. Francis Huxley devoted an entire
book called , “The Way of the Sacred”, to document the many
sacred places, objects, animals, even cultures used
throughout human history. His perspective was traditional,
and it respected the popular view point that divine entities
were somehow responsible for the ‘sacredness’ of things.
My view is that nothing is intrinsically sacred until we
humans make it so with our good, spiritual intentions.
The holy grail, for example, is said to have been the chalice
(bowl or plate) used by Jesus of Nazareth during the last
supper, and that it was used to collect his blood after the
crucifixion. The story implies that the high spiritual energy
emanating from Jesus became absorbed and stored by the
chalice, and that some of his special powers could be
accessed by the owner.
We know today that electromagnetic energy can be stored in
and released from materials that have a crystalline structure
and thermoluminescent properties like certain crystals,
stones, and ceramics. If the chalice used by Jesus was pottery
or ceramic then it would seem technically feasible that it
might have value as a memory device where data in the form
of stored energy could be released in future to reconstruct a
historic event.
A strong example is the ‘holy mountain’ known as Mt.
Sinai, a mountain supposedly made sacred by the
appearance of a deity during a time of great spiritual crisis,
instability, and spiritual challenge in Hebrew history. My
view is that the new believers standing at the bottom of Mt.
Sinai made that mountain sacred with their manifest faith.
Their collective spiritual intentions or prayers, changed the
resident energy in that huge mountain like it was an
enormous crystal, and not because of some questionable
deity smoking something at the top.
Bill Tiller, a Canadian physicist working for most of his
career at Stanford University, has studied the power of
human intention for decades. He believes that intention can
change matter, and that intention technology in the form of
intention devices is the way of the future. My humble bird
bath is not a beautiful single crystal because it is an aggregate
with many components, but it could be capable of storing
subtle energy in its own way, just the same.
It’s still early, but we are moving ahead as fast as we can to
undo the traditional mistakes of the past that keep us
shackled in the dark cave. √

Mind is the builder
Physical is the
result
(Cayce 349-4)
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Monthly donations would also be helpful.
You may also wish to consider making a bequest.

√

Join Mark for workshops on
The Transformational Process, Attuning to
and expressing your Higher Shelf
This is a spiritually focused, consciousness raising process,
based on key principles in the Edgar Cayce material, that is
both profound and practical. It is holistic in nature and has
beneficial results in everyday life.
Through a series of guided sessions, one learns to
consciously integrate the spiritual, mental and physical
aspects of self. The resulting awareness of inner harmony
and wholeness applied to the circumstances of one's life,
enables an individual to more effectively resolve conflicts
and issues, and to better utilize his/her abilities, talents
and life's opportunities. The process is helpful to making
and maintaining progress on the spiritual path. Additional
information is available on request.
Mark Finnan

705 745 7188

mfinnan@bell.net

www.markfinnan.com
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Pet Corner
Pets can be very
special pseudo
family members
and many of us
h a v e h a d
a m a z i n g
experiences
with them. If
you have a story
you would like
to share with
The Open Road
readers, please
send it along.
We would love
to hear from you.
James Schmidt
The Editor
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The Open Road - SPRING 2016

Paws On Pews

Taken from a church journal.

A church in Quebec initiated a once a month church service for pet owners
and their dogs. Apparently, the service was wild, but not because of the 40
sets of Paws on the Pews, but because the media stormed the tiny church to
document a first in Canadian church history. “It exceeded our hopes and
expectations” said the rector. “The service is shorter and designed around
celebrating creation and celebrating...with all animals.” He was intrigued
with the idea of the valuable contribution our animal friends give us in family
bonding, seeing-eye assistance and dogs trained in search and rescue to name
a few.

Angel in the Cathedral

Continued from page 10
altar area, nor anywhere at all. He had simply vanished.
This Mother had so many questions. She felt the visitor, the stranger, might be an Angel, offering her a
red rose to symbolize what? Her love for her deceased son? Or God’s love for them as deeply sad
parents? In this city where both she and her husband were visitors, who could have known of their need
for reassurance? Who, in this strange city, would understand their need for connection with their son?
If this visit and the blooms were gifts from God, did it mean He really did notice the depth of the grief
they carried? If this man was not an Angel, how could he know their situation? Can Angels really do
such things, she asked me. And would an Angel dress in black?
Angels are servants of the Most High, they tell me, and they can dress or appear however is necessary
or appropriate at the moment, to carry out any errand. Angels do seem to appear and disappear very
quickly. I did wonder whether the contemplative attitude of these parents allowed them to ‘see’ for a moment and the surprise
of the visitor and the gift lifted them back into the every-day where a manifestation of spirit was not to be maintained! Angels
can be seen most easily when we are being in a meditative, prayerful state, I think… especially when we are learning to see
spirit beings. Still, the red rose and baby’s breath were real and substantial even if the one who gifted them had disappeared!
Imagine the comfort such a gift provided these parents! When they allowed themselves to consider it fully, they accepted
that it meant that God understood, that they were not forgotten, that their pain was acknowledged in the most beautiful and
meaningful way. When such gifts come unsought and unexpected, they carry such a strong confirmation of God’s love for
those parents and also for us who share their lovely story. √

In God We Trust

(Continued from page 8)

that Oneness of creation. Bless all that is around you never
giving judgment on whether it is good or bad, because in
reality it is all of Spirit. We each incarnated into this time to
be a witness and participant to the changes that will
eventually bring about a wider awareness of spiritual
consciousness. We can contribute to the active movement
toward spiritual consciousness by reaffirming our own inner
connection to Spirit, and in this way we become an active
participant and agent for spiritual consciousness
manifesting on Earth.
‘As has been given of Him, “Though ye may be in the world,
ye may not be of this world, if ye will but put your whole
trust, your whole love, your whole life, in His keeping.” He
will not lead thee astray. He will guide, guard, and direct
thee…’ (E C 442-3) √

Keeping Up the Faith
Life is not by chance
It’s planned long before
We ever play upon the stage
And enter life’s front door
Sometimes it’s hard to
recognize
The plan’s too big too see
That’s why God gave us faith
It is the master key
So when life’s trials bear
down on us
And grand plan’s out of view
Harken to God’s promise
To set a guardian over you.
by Catherine MacDonald

Check out our website, www.edgarcaycecanada.com
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Jesus’
Secret
Healing
by Doug Simpson
Ontario
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In Memory
of

Una Ellis

√
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Steps to
Awareness
of the
Quantum
Field

by
Douglas James Cottrell, Ph.D.
(co-written by Douglas M.
Cottrell, BA, MA)
Hamilton, Ontario
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Winter Meditation Retreat
February 24 - 26, 2017
Celebrating 44 Years
Keynote Speaker,
John Van Auken

The Journey
of our Souls
Workshops by
Volunteer Presenters
Mount Carmel Retreat Centre
Niagara Falls, Ontario
Contact:
Nancy Thomas, 519-696-3202
fstnat1@gmail.com

26th Annual

Atlantic Fellowship
Conference
Debert, Nova scotia
June 9 - 11, 2017

Speaker:
Dr. Michael P. Milburn
on
The Future of Health
For more info:
AFC registrar@hotmail.com
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Search for God
Study Groups
Across Canada
Contact:

Marilyn Kendall Smith
toll free:
1 866 322 8209 Ext. 5
email:
kendallsmith@dccnet.com

Volunteer Opportunities with
Edgar Cayce Canada
Secretary Treasurer

To provide secretarial and bookkeeping services to the organization.
This position could be divided into 2 segments
Interested persons contact Laurie Oliver, President 613 824 8414 or
laurieoliver@rogers.com

Assistant to the Editor in the production of the
Open Road Magazine

Interested persons contact: James Schmidt, Editor 705 645 3870 or
jschmidt@edgarcaycecanada.com

Edgar Cayce Canada’s
34th Annual

Canadian Fellowship Conference
Kingston, Ontario

May 26 - 28, 2017
with Peter Woodbury

Discover Your Souls Purpose
As a special treat
Peter will be doing his acclaimed ‘Edgar Cayce Answers’ performance
Also

Various Workshops by Volunteer presenters, Social, Meditations, Used Book Table, Silent
Auction, Games, Loads of Fun and Great Camaraderie with Like Minds.
For Information: Laurie Oliver

laurieoliver@rogers.com
The Open Road - FALL 2016
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